
MUSE IS THE KEY TO MAXIMIZING YOUR 
MEDITECH INVESTMENT AND GROWING 
YOUR CAREER.
MUSE provides you and your organization an 
advantage you won’t find anywhere else - through 
networking, education, lessons learned or just 
talking with colleagues.

MUSE is structured for affordability and 
fees are based on your hospital bed size.
Membership Levels:  

Ready to join? Contact info@museweb.org
and visit www.museweb.org

MUSE is the largest source for MEDITECH education and 
networking - the key to success for you and your facility.

The Medical Users Software Exchange (MUSE) is a community 
of MEDITECH users and related professionals who interact to 
learn and share their knowledge and experience. Through 
MUSE, members network, solve problems, identify best 
practices, and improve performance for their organizations. 

One of the best ways to learn is from someone else who 
has been in your shoes. MUSE enables you to avoid 
reinventing the wheel and leverage your connection with 
others. Countless opportunities to hear others’ stories and 
share your own are offered through MUSE.  

Examples:

•  Site Visits hosted by hospitals who have excelled or   
     created a unique solution

•  Video stories and testimonials highlight individual
     experiences within the industry

•  MUSE Views Podcast – this dynamic podcast features  
    chats with healthcare IT folks about ideas, opportunities,  
    strategies and solutions to improve work/life experiences  
    and share their views from a variety of disciplines and  
    perspectives 

SHARING EXPERIENCES

Maximize and support your MEDITECH 
investment with MUSE.

1 - 50 beds   $340

51 - 150 beds   $895

151 - 500 beds   $1,185

501 - 1000 beds   $1,465

1001 - 2000 beds  $1,755

2001+ beds   $2,045



When you need answers, knowing who to ask is the key. 
Networking with your peers and industry experts allows you 
to build relationships and solve challenges together.  

Whether you are searching to connect with colleagues about 
a specific module, locate peers within your geographical 
location or just learn more about different topics, you are 
certain to find value in these programs.

•  An annual Inspire Conference, attracting solution providers     
    and users alike - the largest gathering for MUSE members

•  Community Peer Groups so that local members can easily  
     meet and connect with each other regularly (live and   
     virtually)

•  A yearly Executive Institute, designed for healthcare IT  
     leaders

VALUABLE NETWORKING

Providing education and events is just one piece of the puzzle; 
bringing them to you in a flexible way is what completes the 
package. MUSE provides many online formats and delivery 
options for your convenience. 

Examples:

•  On demand videos of previous webinars and conference  
     recordings 

•  Live webinars, several per month on the most important  
     and relevant topics

•  An online community for knowledge exchange, idea   
     incubation and professional networking - a daily source of  
     information and education

ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING
The robust library of materials hosted on the MUSE website
contains a wealth of information just waiting to help you along 
your journey! Items such as presentations, spreadsheets, 
templates, rules sharing, best practices guidelines, training 
manuals and many other materials are regularly uploaded so 
members can utilize the resources gained from others’ 
experiences.

Plus - Unique search features within the MUSE website 
help locate product and service vendors who are experts in 
the field.

USEFUL CONTENT

MUSE is committed to providing access to beneficial, 
appropriate, timely and economical educational. As a reflection 
of this commitment, MUSE goes the extra step to ensure you gain 
even more value by offering continuing education in several fields. 

 MUSE International is accredited as a provider of  
 continuing nursing education by the American

Nurses Credentialing Center's Commission on Accreditation.

EDUCATIONAL INTERACTIONS

MUSE is not only a wealth of knowledge 
but a vast source of networking that saves our hospital 

time and money.  - J. Holtkamp of Great River Medial Center, 
W. Burlington, IowaThe benefits of MUSE 

membership are defined by the 
VALUES provided for you and your organization. 
Explore how MUSE can be your path to:

VALUABLE NETWORKING
ADAPTABLE PROGRAMMING
LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
USEFUL CONTENT
EDUCATIONAL INTERACTIONS
SHARING EXPERIENCES

Governed by Board of Directors elected from within the 
membership, MUSE provides many ways for you to challenge 
yourself to excel. Professional growth is important within the 
MEDITECH community, but also to you personally. There are 
various opportunities for you to grow your leadership skills 
within MUSE, such as:

•  Volunteer positions at many levels, such as committees,  
    Boards and peer groups

•  Educational sessions to build your knowledge 
    base and leadership skills

•  Year-round, continuous presenter 
    opportunities, whether live sessions, 
    or webcast programs

LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES


